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We present in this paper the work performed at the C.M.M.
as part of the European PROMETHEUS project. Our re-
search deals with the road edge detection, lane segmentation
and obstacle recognition in a dynamic scene acquired by a
monochrome monocular camera. The image processing is
based on morphological segmentation tools. The experiments
on over a thousand images show that our approach works well
on difficult cases such as dense traffic, and roads without land
markers.
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Security improvement to reduce accidents is the major aim
of the European PROMETHEUS project for development of
intelligent vehicles. Such a vehicle should be able to de-
tect and follow automatically the roads, lanes and obstacles.
The research in this area began in the 1970's, and have been
considered with increasing interest over the past few years.

The road detection algorithms can be classified in color
pixels classification [9], white line recognition [6], and cor-
relation [4]. These methods are based upon the hypothesis
that the road edges are visible near the vehicle, which is not
verified in the case of dense traffic where the road edges may
be hidden by vehicles. Some of them need a road model or
white lane markers, this could not be convenient in the case of
sharp change of geometrical model, or country road without
white land markers.

Various algorithms have been developed for obstacle de-
tection: optical flow fields [5], telemeter approach [1], stereo
matching [7].

Our approach is based on monochrome images. For road
and lane tracking, no geometrical model is necessary, and the
algorithm runs in the case of roads with or without land mark-
ers, and in free traffic or dense traffic. Our obstacle detection
algorithm consists in extraction of obstacle candidates and
verification of obstacle characteristics.

In the following section, mathematical morphology seg-
mentation tools are presented first, then algorithms for road
and lane detection and obstacles recognition are described. Fi-
nally the results of their application to some image sequences
are shown.

One of the most important tools in mathematical morphology
is the watershed transformation. Only essential notions are
going to be studied here, see [8] and [2] for more details. An
intuitive definition of the watershed is given by considering
the graph of image f as a topographic surface (fig. 1). This
surface presents minima, which are connected regions where
it is not possible to reach a point at a lower altitude by an
always descending path. Suppose that minima are pierced
and that the topographic surface is progressively immersed
in water. The water will pour through the holes, through the
deepest ones at first, and will progressively flood the surface.
While flooding, we construct dams at any point where water
coming from two different minima may merge. At the end of
the flooding, dividing Hnes appear, called watersheds of the
function f. The different connected components separated by
a watershed line are called catchment basins, each of them
being associated with a single minimum. The watershed can
be a marker oriented segmentation if we impose new minima
to f (figure 2). Doing so, we modify f while keeping edge
information. The watershed on such modified f will give new
catchment basins (and divide lines) related to the imposed
minima.

The road segmentation is done in three steps [3]. The first is
the pre-treatment which removes noise on the images. The



Figure 2: Imposed minima on afunction g and its modification
h

second step constructs a mask by means of the watershed of
the gradient image. The last step is the watershed controlled
by the filtered mask to obtain final road edges.

This pre-treatment is performed to remove noise on the im-
ages. Special care must be taken to preserve edges. To do so,
we have developed a time convolution filter and a time median
filter. Both methods are similar; they perform a convolution
or a median on a set of sequential images.

Let On be the current image at the time n. Images
On-I, 0n-2, " " ", On-m are the m precedent images. The time
convolution filter can be defined as :

In(i,j) = LWkOn_k(i,j)
k=O

where m+ 1 is the number of images, Wk weights for the
convolution and In the result. In practice, this convolution
is made on about 5 images. We find experimentally that the
weight is not very important, as long as it decreases as the age
of the images increases.

Time median filtering can be defined as :

(" ")_ ed[On(i,j),On-l(i,j),""",]
mnz,] -m ("")On-m Z,]

where "med" stands for the median value of the sequence.
Even if this filtering is done on a time basis, it also filters

spatially since all objects in the scene move parallel to the
camera. The vertical filtering is more important than the hori-
zontal one because there is more movement in the direction of
the camera. The time median preserves more the edges, but
it is more time consuming. Practically, we are mainly using
the time convolution filter. Figure 8b shows the results of the
time convolution filter on the original image (fig. 8a).

3.2 Morphological regularized gradient and primitive
watershed

A segmentation by watershed without markers is done to ex-
tract markers for the final segmentation, see [3] for more

details about this algorithm. The gradient of an image gives
a good edge information. Therefore, the watershed transfor.
mation is often applied to gradient modulus to locate dividing
lines at the edges of objects. But, the watershed on normal
gradient is often over-segmented because there are too many
minima due to noise(fig. 8c). To reduce the number of minima
we are using a regularized morphological gradient defined as
follows:

g* = max [THi(f EEl iB - Ie iB) e (i - I)B] (1)
I

where I is the original image, g* is the regularized morpho-
logical gradient, iB a disk-shaped structuring element with
radius i,max the maximum between the images, EEl the mor-
phological dilation, e the morphological erosion, and finally
T Hi the top-hat transformation of size i with the following
definition:

Figure 8d shows the watershed performed on the regular-
ized gradient of the image of figure 8b.

A binary marker (fig. 8e) is obtained from the previous
image by a simple selection of the region located on the fore-
ground of the scene. The marker is smoothed, its holes are
filled to give an inner marker (called "inner" because it is
inside the road). This marker is complemented and eroded to
build an outer marker (fig. 8t).

3.3 Final watershed: road edges

The inner and outer markers is then used to modify the gra-
dient image by imposing new minima. Then, the watershed
transformation is performed on this modified gradient. The
dividing lines of the watershed give the road edges (fig 8g).

In the previous section, the variation of the contrast between
the regions was needed in the segmentation, therefore, the
gradient function was used. But it is also possible to apply the
watershed to other functions corresponding to other criteria
of segmentalion. For example, we can use the continuous or
broken lines which may separate the traffic lanes. These lines
are easily detected by a top-hat transform. The lane markers
are then used to control the lane segmentation in a process
similar to the road segmentation [3].

It is very difficult and time consuming to discriminate between
all types of obstacles. In fact, it is useless to do so. For
example, it is not important to know whether the obstacle
is a cow or a horse. What is really essential is to estimate
the obstacle position, dimensions, and its projected motion,
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and to determine whether it is really a 3D object or a 2D
false obstacle as shadows or spots. Therefore, the possible
obstacles are classified in three classes, as shown in figure 3.

S.2 Window of interest

In this paper, we only present the module of obstacle candi-
dates detection and vehicle recognition. The 3D module will
be performed by a telemeter implimented by another group of
PROMETHEUS in France (1]. Both the high resolution from
the video vision, and 3D,reliability from telemeter are used in
such a coupled configuration.

To reduce the recognition processing time, window of in-
terest (WOI) is obtained from the result of road detection
described above (fig. 4). One of the results of our road de-
tection scheme is to give the free distance ahead. The lower
limit c of the WOI is just put at this distance. The sides a and
b are located at the left and right road edge respectively. The
upper d is located at an image row defined by:

where rv is the image row corresponding to the top of vehicle
ahead, situated at position c with a maximum height, l'h is
the image row of horizon. The window determined in this
way is automatically adapted to the road geometry and traf-
fic situation for optimizing recognition processing time. So,
the module for road tracking is coupled with the module of
obstacle recognition in our system.

"'-L(b)

"'-L(e)

"'-L(d)

The main problem in getting fine obstacle outlines is to extract
markers identifying potential obstacles.

If we consider the image intensity, the objects on the road
are characterized onlly by the difference of luminances be-
tween them and the road (fig. Sa). The observation of a large
number of images acquired under different conditions, have
showed that the luminances for painted components of the
vehicle may be various and sometimes the same as the road
luminance, but the head or tail of vehicle is always much
darker than the road. We therefore extract the binary markers
by thresholding the original image, which is a simple and fast
operation. But the choice of threshold should be automatic
and adaptive to the images acquired in different conditions,
and the binary markers resulting from threshold should verify
the following conditions:

• the markers should be large enough to cover the objects
themselves, so that the region contours generated by the
watershed are located at the outer outlines of the objects.

These conditions are verified by analyzing the masked his-
togram in a window Dlaced just ahead of the vehicle (fig. 6a),
which can be detemlined, similar to the WOI above, by the
result of road segmentation. This zone contains mostly the
road pixels without obstacles. The curve of the histogram is
multi-modal with the road as the dominant mode (fig. 6b). The
variance for road mode fT is calculated by searching around the
maximum peak or by another technique: the random spots are
always of limited dimension, for example, less than several
meters. If we accumulate the masked histograms for several
images of the sequence, the road corresponding mode exists
in each image but not for random spots. In this way, the ran-
dom spot modes are attenuated, and the variance calculated
on the whole masked histogram can be used directly as road
luminance variance"]'.

Once fT is obtained, a threshold Slow is determined by
Iroad ± 3fT (fig. Sa). Outside this band, the number of road
pixels is small. This technique means that all the pixels in the
band Iroad ± 3fT betong to the road, and the others belong to
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possible obstacle candidates. All the binary markers obtained
by this threshold are large and they are connected compo-
nents (fig. 5b, fig. 8h). On these figures, some road pixels
are outside the band lroad ± 3<1, generating false markers.
We propose here a fast method to reduce the number of false
markers. The difference between obstacle intensity and road
intensity should be more important than road intensity varia-
tion (otherwise, the signal/noise ratio is too low to extract a
useful pattern.). Another threshold Shigh placed farther than
lroad ± 3<1 (for example, 4(1) will eliminate false candidate
markers, but a real marker may be subdivided into several
separated ones (fig. 5c, fig. 8i). The binary morphological re-
construction of the figure 5c in 5b (or fig. 8i in fig. 8h ) gives
the final marker (fig. 5d, fig. 8j), where the false marker does
not occur and each real marker is a connected component.
The binary reconstruction is a very fast transformation for a
morphological machine. As for the first threshold Slow' the
second threshold Shigh can also be determined automatically
with respect to Slow by:

N = 3Rmin

where Rminis the minimum ratio of signal/noise (for example
1.5), above which all the signals are detected. Rmin remains
the only parameter to be determined. The concept of a mini-
mum 5/ N ratio is familiar to electrical engineers, and it can
then be easily determined by experience in other areas. In our
case, we recommend to use a low Rminbecause we prefer false
alarm to omitted obstacles (there are other criteria to be used
to reject false alarms, that we will present in the following
section).

In fact, these binary markers are often near the object out-
lines. One can take them directly as outlines of candidates
obstacles. If one hopes to get more accurate outlines, the ap-
plication of watershed with these markers gives satisfactory
results (fig. 8k).

S.4 Vehicle characteristics checking

Among the obstacle candidates, some of them are vehicles,
which can be extracted by some criteria. We propose here a

Figure 7: Directional gradient, its linear opening and its
effects on the volume

criterion driven from the following observation: the head or
tail of a vehicle is always composed of some horizontal line
segments.

To apply this criterion, the morphological directional gra-
dient in the vertical direction is applied to the original image,
giving the module of gradient in that direction. The module
values are large on t.hehorizontal lines situated at the edges of
man-made objects(fig. 7a), but not for the horizontal lines sit-
uated elsewhere (fig. 7b). Then, a morphological directional
opening in the horizontal direction allows to eliminate noise
gradient module (fig. 7d), without attenuating significantly
the gradient module of the horizontal lines (fig. 7c). Finally,
a measurement of the volume v normalized by the area on the
result image gives a scalar value. This measurement is a good
discriminator between the vehicles and the irrelevant objects.
From the results on several image sequences, the value of v
is always superior 1:0 15 for a vehicle, and inferior to 5 for
other obstacles as shadows, spots, etc. Thus the decision of
classification can be made by an arbitrary threshold in this
interval. The figure 81shows the vehicles finally recognized,
by line segments to indicate their positions and dimensions.
The speeds of the vehicles as obstacles can be calculated by
comparing their positions at different times.

We have tested our algorithm on a large number of image
sequences, and these results is presented on figure 9. Each
sequence is composed of 90 images with an time interval
between two successive images equal to 200 ms. The first
sequence is a secondary road scene (fig. 9abc). Although
there is no land marker to limit the road in this case, the road
edges are correctly detected. The second sequence shows
a dense traffic situation (fig. 9def) , where only the right
road edge is visible. The program indicate, as desired, the
obstacle free distance ahead of the intelligent vehicle. The
third sequence shows a road with the shadow of a bridge
(fig. 9ghi) . The free distance ahead is reduced because of the
shadow, and we nee:d a 3D module to reject the shadow as
2D object. The fourth sequence shows the vehicle detection
(fig. 9jkI); with this sequence, we can notice that the range
of detection is good and the outlines of detected vehicle are
accurate.



1 Conclusion

We have developed algorithms for road, lane, and obstacle
deteCtionin real traffic situations with some difficulties such
as dense traffic, road without land markers, and poor quality
of images. The experiments on typical image sequences have
given satisfactory results. We are now working on the hard-
ware implementation of algorithms for PROLAB2, a Euro-
pean intelligent vehicle demonstrator designed, in the frame
of the PROMETHEUS project, by French laboratories and
earsmanufacturers.
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